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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this report is to outline the activities
of the field parties of the Metalliferous Section, to discuss
their results, and to outline a future programme of mapping
in the major mineral provinces of North Australia.^The
activities are described by the party leaders, and the map
compilation, diamond drilling, and age determination programnie
by the officers-in-charge.

Plate I outlines the field activities in 1960; and
the areas previously completed and those projected for 1961.

During the year the main regional field mapping was
in the Gulf of Carpentaria, Northern Territory, where two
field parties mapped two and a half 1:250,000 sheet areas.
Regional mapping of this area planned for 1961 will complete
the area between the Roper River and the Queensland border.
Regional mapping of mineral provinces was continued in North
Queensland and New Guinea.^In North Queensland most of the
Mossman 1:250,000 Sheet area was mapped.^In New Guinea
Woodlark Island was mapped. Detailed mapping was restricted
to North Queensland, where search and testing of an extension
of the copper mineralization of the Ruddygore Copper Mine,
Chillagoe was carried out; and the Upper Palaeozoic i6c . )us
rocks of the Croydon, Georgetown,and Atherton areas were
further mapped.

A reconnaissance of The Granites-Tanami area, Northern
. Territory, was carried out. Later a gold mining team

was assisted by the Senior Resident Geologist, Darwin.
Resident geologists from Alice Springs, Darwin t and New Guinea
.conducted specific metalliferous surveys.

Diamond drilling targets for the year were uranium
prospects at Saunders Creek, Halls Creek area, Western
Australia, and the Crater Formation, Rum Jungle, Northern
Territory;^the Laloki copper ore body near Port Moresby and
the Mt. Victor gold lodes near Kainantu, Eastern Highlands
Districtl New Guinea.

The compilation of maps and reports of previous
years' surveys in the Northern Territor^orth Queensland
were continued.

Good progress was made in establishing a library
of mica concentrates of granites for age determination.
Co-operation with the Department of Geophysics, Australian
National University, enabled the dating of about 40 granites
collected from the southern part of the Tasman Geosynclinal
Zone of Eastern Australia.

Towards the end of 1960 arrangements were made in
co-operation with the Geological Survey of New South Wales
to begin detailed mapping of the Captains Flat area, New
South Wales.^The mapping is aimed to make fresh appraisal
of ore potentialities at Captains Flat Lead Mine, and
environs before the mine exhausts the current ore reserves
probably in mid-1962.^Field mapping began in January, 1961.
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2.

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING

NORTHERN TERRITOM. ..

Two field parties, Mt. Young and Bauhinia Downs
continued mapping the Upper Proterozoic Carpentaria Province
in 1960.

( ) Mount Young Party (P. R. Dunn, Party Leader)

During 1960 the Mount Young Party mapped the
Hodgson Downs Sheet area and part of the Mount Young, and
Tanumbirini Sheet areas (Plate 2).^This mapping was a
continuation to the south of the previous year's work in
the Urapunga-Roper River area and linY s up with the Bauhinia
Downs Party work farther south.

The party consisted of P. R. Dunn (Party Leader),
A. G. L. Paine, and C. R. Mercer, operating under the
supervision of B. P. Walpole.^Mapping began on June 24th
and finished on October 26th.^C. R. Mercer was with the
party from July 12th to September 9th.

B. P. Walpole and L. C. Noakes visited the party
for a short period . during the middle of September. . P.-R.. Dunn
visited Groote Eylandt during the last week in November to
provide final detail for the Roper River Sheet.^Table:1 shows
the distribution and stratigraphy of the rock units in the area.

Upper Proterozoic rocks are unconformably overlain
by almost horizontal Cretaceous MUllaman Beds, in the west an
south of the Hodgson Downs Sheet area by the Cambrian
Nutwood Downs and Antrim Plateau Volcanics and Bukalara
Sandstone.^The Nutwood Downs Volcanics are correlated , with
the Lower Cambrian Antrim Plateau Volcanics and overlie the
BUkalara Sandstone, apparently conformably, near NUtwood Downs .
Homestead.^The sandstone is also considered to be Lower
Cambrian.

The Roper Group sediments extend southwards from
the Urapunga area.^The Maiwok Sub Group is confined to the
Maiwok Basin and does not crop out south of the centre of the
Hodgson Downs liheet.^Its thickness varies only locally
throughout the basin.^The thickness of the Roper Group is
fairly constant throughout the Hodgson Downs Sheet, but it
increases greatly to the east and south in the Mount Young and
Tanumbitini Sheet areas.^The names and status of various
stratigraphic units in the group have been changed from those
used in 1959 as follows:

New Name^ Old Name

Bessie Sandstone )
Corcoran Formation)
^

St. Vidgeon Formation

Abner( Hodgson Sandstone. Member
Sand-( Jalboi Member
stone( Arnold Sandstone Member

Abner Sandstone ) Jalboi
Jalboi Formation) Forma-

(Undiff.) )^tion
1•■•••■■••■••■••■••■.1.M.1••■■•■•••■■

Crawford Sandstone
Derim Member

WMINMEN ••■••••••■ ■■••

 

■•••■•■•

 

Derim Creek Formation

Mainoru Formation

Alligator Bluff Sandstone

Mainoru Formation

  

Limmen Sandstone
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The Arnold Sandstone Member of the Abner Sandstone
forms a distinct bed only in the Hodgson Downs Sheet area;
the Derim Member of the Crawford Sandstone is very poorly
developed in this area.^The cherty beds within the Mainoru
Formation thin southwards and are replaced by micaceous and
calcareous siltstone and shale.^The polished rounded
appearance of some of the Limmen Sandstone remains a
distinctive feature throughout the area.

The Urapunga and McArthur Groups crop out only in
the extreme north and eastern areas;^they are correlated
- each being a carbonate-chert-sandstone assemblage underlying
the Roper Group - but 1.ndividual formations comprising them .
have not been correlated.

The Tawallah Group is exposed locally as acid
intrusives, volcanies and conglomerate on the north-east
of the Hodgson Downs and Tanumbirini Sheet areas.^About
10,000 feet of sandstone belonging to the group is exposed
on the extreme eastern edge of the area mapped.

Minor dolerite sills intrude the Maiwok and Roper
Groups in and adjacent to the Maiwok Basin.

Most of the Hodgson Downs Sheet area has remained
more stable than the area to the east and faulting and
folding have exposed about 1500 feet of the sequence.

Ftzther east in the Mount Young Sheet area and in,
the extreme north-east of the Hodgson Downs Sheet area
faults have vertical throws of many thousands of feet.^The
faults trend mainly north, except in the north of the area,
where several faults trend west to west-north-west.

The only mineral deposits of economic importance
are sedimentary ironstone beds nortlwest of Hodgson Downs
Homestead.^Broken Hill ProprietarY/ttd. have drilled 14
holes in this area and disclosed a medium grade iron-ore body..

The only Upper Proterozoic rocks on Groote . Eylandt
are shallow-dipping, coarse, current-bedded sandstone and
conglomerate which are included within the Tawallah Group.
Other sediments exposed are Cretaceous sandstone and shale
and a . pisolitic iron and manganese-rich laterite.^Samples of
the manganese-rich laterite assayed 50% to 55% Mn and there
may be small bodies of economic grade.

Bauhinia Downs Partz (J. W. Smith, ?arty Leader)

During 1960 the Bauhinia Down S geological party .

mapped the Bauhinia Downs Sheet area (Plate 3) as part of
the Bureau's programme in the Carpentaria Province.^The
Sheet area was ecnpieted with the exception of small inliers
of possible McArthur Group within the BUkalara Sandstone in
the south-western corner.

The party was under the supervision of B.P. Walpole
and consisted of J. W. Smith, H, G. Roberts, K. A. Plumb, and
A. W. Webb. Visitors during the field season were L.C. Noakes,
B. P. Walpole, and S. Skwarko.
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Mapping during the season confirmed the general
succession established by geologists of Mt. Isa Mines Ltd.
during 1956 and 1957.^The following advances to the geology
of the area were made in 1960:-

(a) The extent of the various rock units was accurately
determined.

(b) The units previously called "Tawallah Sandstone" and
":11cArthur Dolomite" can now be subdivided; and
have been renamed the Tawallah Group and the
McArthur Group.

(c) Reef, lagoonal, open-sea, and near'shore deposits
were recognised in the McArthur Groap:

(d) A time break exists between the McArthur Group and
the Roper Group.

(e) Sedimentary ironstone horizons occur within the Roper
Group and the Mallapunyah Formation of the McArthur
Group, but they are probably not of economic grade.

(f) Good fossil collections were made from the Mesozoic
rocks.

(g) Targets for geochemical testing for sulphide deposits
were established.

Rocks outcropping in the area are mainly Upper
Proterozoic in age and are overlain by probable Cambrian,
Mesozoic, and Tertiary strata. Table 2 outlines the
stratigraphy of the Bauhinia Downs Sheet area.

The Upper Proterozoic has been divided into three
Groups.

Roper Group

Unconformity

McArthur Group

Tawallah Group

Thickness

8000+ ft.

12-13000 ft.

12-13000 ft.

Detailed sections have been measured in the units
of the McArthur and Roper 'Groups only.

The Tawallah Group is a.dominantly arenaceous unit,
composed of fine to coarse-grained, .ripple-marked quartz
sandstone with stWordinate ferruginous sandstone, silt stone,
conglomerate, minor limestone, and basic to acid flows with
subordinate pyroclastics.^Small syenite(?) bodies intrude
the unit along fault lines in the east Tawallah Range and
Emu Fault areas.^Subdivision of the Tawallah Group will not
be attempted until mapping of the Mount Young Sheet area has
been completed in 1961.
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In most areas there is a sharp lithological change
from the dominantly arenacoous Tawallah Group to the
carbonate-rich McArthur Group;^however, on the west side
of the Tai:allah Range and north of the 0.T. Downs r90
crossing of Leila Creek 12 miles west of Leila LagoWbasal
unit of the McArthur Group - the Mallamaah Formation is
also dominantly arenaceous. The rocks of--FEMETITEUr
Group consist of limestone, in many places dolomitised,
sandstone, siltstone, chert, chert breccia, limestone breccia,
limestone conglomerate, and ironstone.^Reef, lagoonal,
open-sea, and near-shore deposits have been recognY .N)d.
The McArthur Group is estimated to be about 12-13000 feet
thick: but no complete section could be measured.

The Roper Group rests unconformably on the
McArthur Group - in most places the unconformity is slight
and consists mainly of sandstone and siltstone.^The
exposed part is 8,000 ft. thick, but the top unit is not
complete.

The Upper Proterozoic is unconformably overlain by
a jointed, cross-bedded, friable sandstone - the Bukalara
Sandstone - which is considered to be Lower to Middrg-UTTEnan.
1777-Fonmonly about 300 ft. thick, but in the Abner Range it
thickens to 1,000 ft..

A flat-lying limestone, The Top Springs Limestone,
crops out in the Sheet area and its age is considered
(?) Middle Canbrian.

Mesozoic freshwater and marine sediments crop out
widely in the Sheet area, and Tertiary freshwater limestones
occur east of 0.T. Downs Homestead.

Folding within the Upper Proterozoic is gentle and
on north-north-west axes.^The average dip is about 150
and dips of more than 30 0 are rare except adjacent to faUlts.
The major structures are faults.^Most of these are strike
faults but north-west trending faults are also common e.g.
the Mallapunyah Fault.^Most of the faulting is : .. .;;ambrian,
but further movement is known to have occurred in post-
Bukalara Sandstone and post-Mesozoic times.

Zinc, lead and minor copper mineralization occurs
within the McArthur Group.^Most of the mineralization is
in the Reward - H.Y.C. - Emu Fault area and this area was
mapped in the greatest detail.^The ironstones in the Abner
Group and the Mallapunyah Formation of tile McArthur Group,
are probably not economic.

RECONNAISSANCE OF  THE GRANITES -- TANAMI AREA

Introduction. LCZ, Noake.2 viAted this area with T. Quinlan,
Resident-77logist at Alice prings, from 22nd to 28th
September, 1960.^Mining and prospecting activity in the
area consisted of one mining team (Mr. L. King, assisted by
one white and three natives) at The Granites, and a field
party from Enterprise Exploration Pty. Ltd. led by K. M.
Phillips, Geologist, operating on the Company's Authority
to Prospect in the Tanami area,^Both camp were visited,
and subsequently P. Cohn l Senior Resident Geologist, Darwin,
spent a few days at The Granites to assist Mr. King and
party in prospecting for additional gold ore.^However, this
party has now moved to Halls Creek district, and mining has
temporarily ceased in The Granites - Tanami area. .
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The Granites-Tanami area has assumed increasing
interest for the Geological Branch over the last few years,
because it contains the least-known sequence of folded Lower
Proterozoic rocks in the Northern Territory.^The probable
limits of these rocks, determined mainly by photo-interpretation,
are shown on the recent Tectonic Wimp of Australia.^K. M.
Phillips has compiled a reconnaissance geological map of the
area, but few details of the Lower Proterozoic rocks are known.

Outcrops are scarce and consist largely of low
ridges separated by extensive sandy plains; weathering of
outcrops is very severe; considerable areas are still
covered by the ferruginous zone of a laterite, and nowhere
are rocks exposed below the zone of lateritisation. In
places surface rocks have been strongly silicified.^As a
result, only the most competent, chemically stable, or
Silicified rocks remain relatively fresh;^other rocks,
presumably shale, clay-stone, greywacke, and possibly
calcareous and tuffaceous rocks, are in most places so
leached as to retain little trace of their original
character, even under the microscope.

A number of outliers of arenites consisting mainly
of quartz sandstone with some conglomerate unconformably^.
overlie the Lower Proterozoic rocks.^They are presumed to
be Upper Proterozoic in age.^At one locality near the Black
Hills a capping of water-worn cobbles and pebbles with some
boulders, which are either loose or in a sandy or clayey
matrix, may well be a remnant of the Permian glacigenes
exposed across the border in Western Australia although no
convincing evidence of glacial origin was seen.

Lower Proterozoic.^Parts of two different sequences, both
presumEETTLOWO Proterozoic, were seen in the field, but
the relationship between them is not known.^Granite and
porphyry intrude onesequence of strongly folded mica schist
and leached and altered silt stone in the vicinity of The
Granites;^quart:: hematite beds and blue^quartz stringers
and reefs are common.^The succession also includes slumped
(?) chert beds and what appear to be thin basic flows.

At the Black Hills, six miles north-east of Tanami
another possible Lower Proterozoic sequence consists of
10,000 to 12,000 feet of quartz hematite beds, reefs or
lenses, which form the core of prominent ridges.^It is
intruded by granite.^Incomplete sections through the
sequence consist of possible calcarenite, which i6 altered
by nearby granite to resemble basic ignebus rocks, well-cleaved
shales, hematite shales, and possibly tuff.^Some of the
hematite shales contain closely-spaced casts or cavities, many
of which may be after pyrite and/or other sulphide minerals.
The hematite shales are about 2,000 feet thick and contain
three main lithological tyres: hematite shales with abundant
cavities and some evidence of slumping; finely banded
siltstones (?) with slumping and with pods or lenses of hard
siliceous ard ferruginous material; and lenses of white clayey
material, OAKM (way be of either iteeus or sedimentary origin.

The leached outcrops do not indicate the
possibilities of mineralisation at depth, and exploratory
drilling is essential to provide samples of fresh rocks.



Enterprise Exploration Co. Pty. Ltd. will drill at
the Black Hills this year; soil and rock samples were
analysed from this area and the results may provide some
guide in the siting of drill holes.

Mining.^Known economic prospects in the Lower Proterozoic
rocks of The Granites-Tanami area are restricted to gold
mineralisation in reefs and lodes at The Granites and to
reefs at Tanami. Traces of gold have been reported
throughout the area and some copper showings have been seen.
There is no evidence of any significant tonnage of gold Ore
still available at Talmi, but drilling by Mount Isa Mines
Limited at The Granites in the 1940's suggested a large
tonnage within 400 feet of the surface. However, at the
current price of gold the prospects are not attractive
because the average grade of ore indicated by drilling is
collsiderably less than 10 dwts. per ton, which is roughly
the economic cut-off at Tennant Creek, where costs are
considerably lower.

No radioactive prospects have been found in the
Upper Protetozoic rocks as yet, although the equivalent of
the basal beds at Kith Kiln Hills in Western Australia,
parts of which are radioactive, may well occur in this area;
a low level airborne radiometric survey is planned by the
Geophysical Branch in.1961.

General Remarks. The folded presumed Lower Proterozoic
rocks have some lithological similarities to those of the
Warramunga Group at Tennant Creek to the east, and according
to K.M. Phillips, are almost certainly a continuation of
the metamorphic rocks exposed in the Halls Creek area to the
northwest; whether the folded rocks at Tanami can be
correlated with the Warramunga Group at Tennant Creek has
yet to be determined.

The main problem facing the Company in assessing
economic prospects is lack of data on lithology, sequence
and environment, due to poor outcrop and severe leaching;
it is unfortunate that there are no regional maps as a
proper basis for their wotk. But one point is clear;
regional work to provide a picture in this area must begin
well to the north-west, probably north of Halls Creek, where
outcrops are plentiful and where stratigraphy and environments
can be established. Systematic extension of regional work
south and east through Halls Creek should then enable the
regional geology to be extended into areas of poor exposure
and allow interpretation of successions covered by laterite
and sand.

NORTH QUEENS LAND 

(1) Mossman Party (F. de Keyser, Party Leader.)

Introduction. Members of the party consisted of F. de Keyser,
K.G. Lucas, 1N.R. Morgan, B.J. Amos, R. Tucker (Queensland
Geological Survey)'.

Five months, from 7th May to 8th October, were
spent in the field. The party departed Canberra 22nd April
and returned Canberra 23rd October. The purpose of the
survey was to continue the mapping of the Hodgkinson Basin
north from the Atherton 1:250,000 Sheet area.
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Mapping was completed except forlithe rugged
north-eastern part of the area which is very difficult of
access, and which is to be finished during the 1961 field
season (Plate 4).^No controlled base maps were available.
RAAF aerial photos of 1 mile to 2i inches scale were used
for navigation, and the geological information plotted on
photo-mosaics prepared by students in the BMR laboratory.
A new series of photographs, at scale 1:80,000, was flown
during 1960, and will be used in the final compilation.

Geology: lhe area includes part of the Hodgkinson Basin of
the Palaeozoic Tasman Geosyncline.^Shelf sediments crop
out in the west and a deeper-water facies in the east. .
Precambrian schist, gneiss, and amphibolite of the Dargalong
Metamorphics crop out along the western border of the
geosyncline.

The first, pre-orogenic stage in the development of
the Hodgkinson Basin was characterized by deposition of
shallow-water and reef sediments of the Chillagoe Formation
on a slowly sinking basement, probably late in the Silurian.
When the rate of subsidence accelerated, the coarser-grained,
poorly sorted sediments of the Mount Garnet Formation were
deposited in the 4.a.sin.^The boundary between the two
formations is arbitrary, and the Chillagoe Formation may
well be a local facies of the Mount Garnet Formation.

Subsequently, syn-orogenic flysch sediments, many
thousands of feet thick, of the Hodgkinson Formation, were
deposited during Devonian times in an unstable trough.^This
was probably a composite structure during some stages of its
development.^The sediments consist of coarse-grained and
fine-grained greywacke, quartz-greywacke, siltstone, and shale
with subordinate conglomerate, chert, and some limestone.
Intercalations of, basic volcanics are locally common and in
many places are associated with radiolarian clv•rt. Turbidity
currents chiefly deposited the coarser beds, and the
predominance of pelagic sediments in the north-east suggests
a great distance from source areas.^Opinions are divided on
the relationships between the Hodgkinson Formation and the
Barron River Metamorphics.

All these Palaeozoic sediments were folded and
faulted during the paroxysmal phase of the orogeny, probably
early in the Carborifernus.^Presumably the eastwards
protruding^•^in the adjoining Atherton
4-mile area tool.^ofunt of the east-west compression,
and after a time of normal fo:Lding some of the continuing
pressure was relieved by sideways squeezing of material to
the north-north-west; wrench faults were formed accompanied
by drag folding in a horizontal sense, which cross-folded the

• normal primary structures. With east-west pressure still
continuing, "flattening" was achieved by rotational shear
resulting in a slaty cleavage, which increases towards the
east.

At the end of the orogeny, granite intruded the
folded sediments in the central eastern part of the basin,
introducing tin, wolfram, and gold mineralization.



After a period of denudation 6,nd levelling,
tensional tectonism set in and resulted, during the Upper
Permian, in extensive vulcanism accompanied by paralic
sedimentation in disconnected .shallow basins (Nychum
Volcanics, Mt. Mulligan Coal Measures).^This was
followed by cauldron subsidence and the outpouring of
ignimbrites of the Featherbed Volcanics, probably in the
Triassic.^Both volcanic periods were accompanied by, and
probably related to plutonic activity: the Nychum Volcanics
were intruded by the Herbert River Granite (termed "Almaden
Granodiorite" in this region), the Featherbed Volcanics by
the Elizabeth Creek Granite.^No further ,sediments were
deposited until a transgression from the west took place in
the Lower Cretaceous.^Two formations are r,..gnisedi , the
Wrotham Park Sandstone (Neocomian or lower Aptian) conformably
overlain by the shaly Blackdown Formation (? Upper Aptian or
lower Albian).

Remnants of Tertiary gravels and "billy" breccia
overlie the CretaCeous north of Wrotham Park 4 farther east
a surface of erodion was formed, upon which basalt flows
were extruded, probably during the Upper Tertiary.

Vertical movements and faulting persisted until
recent times, raibing the eastern part of the area and
rejuvenating most of the drainage systems.

' Mineral deposits: Many deposits of gold, tin, wolfram, copper,
757, silver, antimony, manganese, coal, and limestone are
widely scattered over the area. Most of them have been mined
intermittently over the years. Among the more important
historical fields and mines are the Palmer Goldfield, with a
production totalling more than 1,333,000 ounces of fine gold;
the Hodgkinson Goldfield with a yield of more than 300,000
ounces; the O.K. copper mine; the Mount Mulligan coal mines
(more than 800,000 tons of coal mined); and the Mount
Carbine wolfram workings.^No production worth mentioning is
being obtained at present.^The known alluvial deposits are
exhausted, and the lodes, which are commonly small and
discontinuous, have been mostly worked out.

Tin is concentrated in small patches of alluvium on
and in the vicinity of the granites of the Mareeba district.
Some of the larger alluvial flats have been recently tested
by private companies, including New Consolidated Goldfields
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd. but the results were disappointing.
Nevertheless, it is possible that any old buried stream
courses in these flats may prove payable.^Workable lodes
are probably absent, and the tin is largely derived from thin
leaders and from disseminations in the granite.^Small
deposits of alluvial tin have been mined by hand north of
the Cannibal Creek Granite in the north-west, and, one lode
has been mined a few mileE,' to the west of this area. The
area is being inspected with a view to sluicing, but water
supply is a problem

Mount Carbine is still a potential wolfram
producer, and there is little doubt that production will
recommence, should the price of wolfram rise again.

The Mount Mulligan coal mines closed down in 1958
mainly because hydro-electric power had become available in
those areas formerly supplied with the Mulligan coal. The
co.2. has high ash content.
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The antimony and manganese occurrences are of
minor importance, being small and low-grade.^Most of the
antimony won in previous years was a by-product of the
Hodgkinson gold mines, and, if mined alone, would not have
been payable.

(ii) Croydon Sub-Party (C.D. Branch)
The party mapped many of the areas of Upper

Palaeozoic igneous rocks in the Croydon (Plate 5) Georgetown,
Einasleigh, and Atherton 1:250 9 000 Sheet areas, and examined
them mainly for possible low-grade disseminated copper
mineralization.^This mapping suggests that the Upper
Palaeozoic igneous aotivity may extend into the Triassic.

A :,1;e Creek Area.^In the Agate Creek area volcanics occupy
a fault block, ofabout 25^square miles, on the
south-eastern edge of the Georgetown 1:250 9 000 Sheet area.
Plant fossils found in sediments within the volcanics have
been dated as Lower or Middle Permian by Mary White (1958).

IL4.1 generalised section of the volcanics, the
lowest unit exposed is a bed of volcanic agglomerate,
exceeding 200 feet thick, 'overlain by rhyolite and
ignimbrite flows.^Near the top of the section is 150 feet
of amygdaloidal bf ....salt, and interbedded with the basalt are
siltstones containing plant remains. The total thickness
exceeds 700 feet.

Unconformably overlying the volcanics is 150 feet
of pink ignimbrite, which can be correlated with the
Newcastle Range Volcanics.^This definitely indicates that
there are two ages of vulcanism in the area, and the
youngest is tentatively dated as Triassic.

The Agate Creek Volcanics are similar to the
Nychum and Nanyetta Volcanics, and probably the structural
environment is the same: the volcanics were poured out from
fissures developed at the intersection of Precambrian
fractures.

Croydon-Esmeralda-Forest Home Area. The rock units in this
area are T7oungest to oraTETTT

Esmeralda Granite

^ intrusive contact^

Inoruni Sandstone

^ structural discordance, but ( 9 ) no break^

Croydon Felsite

The Croydon Felsite is similar structurally and
mineralogically to the Featherbed and Newcastle Range
Volcanics.^The volcanics of the Croydon area occupy a
super-cauldron subsidence area - 65 miles by 35 miles -
which is the largest recorded in North Queensland.^In the
cauldron subsidence area, puys of grey rhyolite were built
up along the boundary faults;^after the extrusion of
rhyolite the area contemporaneously subsided and the
depression was filled by ignimbrite.^Two flows can be
distinguished, each about 500 feet thick, and covering the
whole area.
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The Inoruni Sandstone is unconsolidated ignimbrite
material washed into a basin, 10 miles wide, formed Above an
active ring complex.

The Esmeralda Granite intrudes the Croydon Felsite
and Inoruni Sandstone.^The granite crops out in an area
50 miles by 8 miles between the Yappar River and Croydon, on
the south-western side of the cauldron subsidence area; and
over a total area of 52 square miles made up of many Small
areas, between Snake Creek and Foresthome, on the eastern
side of the area.^The rain mechanism of intrusion is block
foundering, but there is some evidence of forceful injection
and assimilation during the granite intrusion.

Quartz and greisen dykes are exposed in the granite
(and also in the felsite)^and at some places the dykes are
mineralized: Croydon (Au), Esmeralda (Au), Snake Creek
(/-Pb-Cu), Mt. Little (Cu), and Stanhills (Sn).

Other_areas of Permian-Triassic Volcanics.^Mapping during
the past four years suggests Mat the sequence of the events
of acid extrusives in super-cauldron subsidence areas of the
Croydon, Newcastle and Featherbed Ranges were:

1. Development of major faults bounding future cauldron
subsidence, blocks.^Local subsidence and freshwater
sedimentation.

2. Squeezing of acid magma up faults and extrusion as
viscous rhyolite and formation of puys.

3. Explosive outpouring of ignimbrites and subsidence of
cauldron block.

4. Formation of ring complexes, generally due to
overwidening of volcanic necks.

5. Intrusion of granite into volcanics.

6. Intrusion of dyke swarms into tension zones.

(iii) Ruddygore_2222er_Mlne area Chillagoe (W. B. Dallwitz).

The results of the 1959 detailed mapping of the
Ruddygore Mine area by Branch (1960) and the 1959 electro-
magnetic survey of the same area by Hovarth (1959) were
sufficiently encouraging to warrant the mapping of the mine
area to be continued in 1960.^This was carried out by
W. B. Dallwitz and W. Morgan in August and September.^Their
chief aim was to locate areas of metasomatized granodiorite,
which Branch (1960) suggested was the main copper host 'rock,
as immediate drilling targets for Mount Isa Mines Ltd., who
held an option on the Ruddygore Mine area.

The Ruddygore Copper Mine, about 2+ miles north-east
of Chillagoe, is one of the few local mines or prospects
situated entirely in plutonic igneous rock^Interest in this
type of deposit ha o been revived through the work of The
Bureau of Mineral Resources.^Earlier Broadhurst (1949) had
described the geology of the mine, and developed a theory to
account for the emplacement and structure of the orebody.
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Branch's theory (1960) has points in common with that of
Broadhurst.^In September, 1960, W. R. Morgan and W. B.
Dallwitz spent a fortnight looking for evidence of other
possible deposits of the Ruddygore type, and investigating .

the origin of the Almaden Granodiorite, which Branch
considered to have been derived from Herbert River Granite
(granodiorite near Almaden) by assimilation of limestone of
the Chillagoe Formation.

The Ruddygore orebody was first worked in 1896;
from 1903 to 1909, the mine was worked by open cut, and
produced about 30,000 tons of ore hand-picked to an average
grade of 3.9% Cu from material probably containing about
1.5% Cu.^The main shaft had levels at 125 feet, 225 feet,
and 325 feet, but no ore was produced from the two lower
levels.

Broken Hill South Limited (1947-1949) sank eleven
churn drill holes in the vicinity of the open cuts to depths
between 8 feet and 60 feet; copper values in these ladles
were generally below 0.15%, the highest assay being 1.33% Cu
over 5 feet.^In 1960 Mt. Isa Mines Limited, present holders
of the lease, sank 6 diamond drill holes in the same area, and
selected sections of core from these assayed from 0.4 to 1%Cu.
Two holes were put down in a body of altered granodiorite
about 2,000 feet N.E. of the No. 1 open cut; the assay
results of these are not known, but they are almost certain
to be low, because no core from one hole was assayed, and
a few sections of core from the other hole were assayed only
as a polite concession to an enthusiastic diamond driller.

In the investigation carried out by Morgan and
Dallwitz four bodies of ferruginous metasomatized rock were
delineated within a distance of q miles to the eat and
nori-east of Ruddygore.^Two of these are larger than
the Ruddygore body, and one is very much larger (about
5000 x 1 9500 feet).^The north-western part of the large
body consists of a metasomatized highly siliceous granodiorite,
and diamond drill holes 8 and 9 were put down here by Mount
Isa Mine's Ltd.; the rest of the body consists of altered and
mineralized normal granodiorite.

The general programme of mapping to search for
similar conditions as those at Ruddygore will be continued
in 1961 in the Chillagoe/Almaden area and extended
south-east to Ewan along the intrusive contact between the
Herbert River Batholith and the Chillagoe and Mount Garnet
Shelves of the Tasman Geosynclinal Zone,

NET GUINEA.

Woodlark Island Partz (by J. E. Thompson)

During the latter half of 1960 a party comprising
a geologist, geochemist, field assistant, and native labour
examined an area of approximately 50 square miles in central
Woodlark Island.^This area wa3 selected to include the
entire hilly inlier of older rocks, which contains
widespread gold mfnealization and some iron-copper lodes.
The larger part of Woodlark Island, outside the area examined
consists .of raised Quate"--nary 'mestone, marine sediments,
and alluvium, which completely mask the older mineralized
rocks. About 208,000 ozs of goldwer produced from many
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small alluvial, opeh-cut, and shallow underground mines
within the area examined, mostly during the period 1895
to 1932. Iron-copper lodes on Suloga Peninsula on the south
coast of the island have been known for a long time, but
previous surface investigations did not encourage their'
development.

The geological interpretation envisages a thiCk
complex Tertiary volcanic pile, essentially basaltic. in its
early histry, but later andesitic.^The deeper levels of
the pile were intruded and partly assimilated by a gabbo-
diorite magma, which introduced the Suloga iron-copper
mineralization.^Later, granitic magma intruded the volcanic
pile, probably during an andesitic eruptive phase.^Large
bodies of granite were emplaced deep in the core of the pile
and andesite porphyry dykes intruded the upper levels. : Gold
and in some places, lead and zinc mineralization, accompanied
or closely followed this andesitic activity, and was
deposited near the granite and andesite porphyry margins,
in fractures and shears available to rising mineralizing
fluids.^On the cessation of vulcanism, the volcanic pile
began to erode, coral reefs grew and sediments accumulated
around its flanks to form a wide platform.^The present
configuration of Woodlark Island can be attributed to
regional south-westerly tilt causing emergence of the
north-easterly half of the coral platform.

Surface geological mapping in the former gold*
producing areas at Kulumudau, Busai, Karavakum, and Bonivat
was considerably hampered by poor exposure, thick secondary
growth, and collapsed workings.^Many small gold lodeS .
formerly worked could not be located.^In most places
former productive gold lodes occupy northerly-trending
shear zones in the upper members of the volcanic sequence.
Detailed mapping of individual gold prospects was not
attempted.

In the Kulumudau and Bonivat areas, where lead is
associated with gold mineralization, geochemical prospecting

methods gave inclusive results using the analysis of both
stream water and stream sediments.^However, in the Norac
and Loluai areas where copper occurs in magnetite lodes,
analysis of soil samples indicated anomalous copper dispersal
in soils over the skarn host rock of the magnetite, but •
beyond the limits of the known magnetite lodes. At LolUai
and Norac, areas in which soils contain an anomalous high
copper content were defined by plotting the results of
analyses of soil samples collected on.a close pattern. On
the results of this detailed survey, a diamond drilling
programme was recommended on the Loluai skarn deposit to
determine the copper content of the skarn below the
anomalous high-copper soils and to check for possible
secondary copper enrichment

DIAMOND DRILLING

WESTERN AUSTRALIA and NORTHERN TERRITORY.

Only a limited amount of diamond drilling was
carried out in 1960.^The drilling was entirely devoted
to completing uranium search projects, which had begun
prior to the present decline in activity in the search for

o^ this metal.
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Saunders Creek

The Saunders Creek Prospect in the Halls Creek
area of Western Australia was mapped in 1959.^It consists
of a lenticular bed of radioactive conglomerate with a ;strike
length of about 2i miles and up to 80 feet thick.^Surface
radioactivity is low.^Because of the size of the bed the
occurrence of other similar deposits in the area, and that
the source of the radioactivity could not be definitely
established from the surface exposures, a hole. was drilled
to test the deposit at depth.^The hole terminated at:734
feet.^The target formation was intersected between 520 and
618 feet in fresh rock. X-ray and radiometric examination
of the core showed conclusively that the radioactivity was
due mainly to thorium in the mineral Thorogummite.

•

Crater Formation_

The Crater Formation at Rum Jungle contains Many
radioactive conglomerate lenses.^The formation is strongly
leached and, as at Halls Creek, the source of the
radioactivity could not be definitely eStablished from
surface or near-surface samples.^Previous drilling had
failed to intersect fresh rock.^A deep hole was begun by
the Bureau in December 1959, but was lost at 486 feet; owing
to jammed casing.^A second hole was completed at 666 feet.
The target formation was intersected in the second hole at
508 to 542 fet. Mineragraphic, radiometric, and X-ray
studies on the fresh core established that the radioactivity
was due to the mineral Thorianite.^The grade is leSs than
0.5% Th0 2 .

NEW GUINEA.

Resident Geologists supervised percussion drilling
of gold bearing lodes at Mt. Victor, 10 miles north-vst of
Kainantu in the Eastern Highlands District.^The plant was
provided and operated by the Administration at nominal cost,
as prospecting assistance to Australian Gold Development N.L.
who held an option over the leases.^The results of seven
holes, totalling 863 feet, proved disappointing and the
option was relinquished.^Some oxidised gossanous lode was
proved, but the grade was uneconomic.

Diamond drilling of the Laloki copper ore body
near Port Moresby was completed using two drills, one
supplied by Zinc Corporation and one supplied and operated
by the Administration.^The Laloki ore body was investigated
under option, by Zinc Corporation as being the most likely
copper prospect in the Laloki copper field, with reserves of
some 185,000 tons of 4% ore.^The completed diamond 'drilling
programme of 12 holes, totalling approximately 4500 feet,
has defined the Laloki ore body, but did not result in any
important increases to ore reserves.

AGE DETERMINATION

The age determination programme which was
initiated in 1956 was continued in 1960.^The main
activity during this year was the building of a library
of mica concentrates from Australian granites.^Considerable
progress has been made in establishing this library,, and by

.^the end of 1961, it is anticipated that most of the Main
:^granites from eastern Australia, and part of the Western

Australian granites, will have been sampled for age
determination.^Forty-three granites collected from the
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southern part of the Tasman Geosynclinal Zone were dated
by potassium-argon method in co-operation with the
Department of Geophysics at the Australian National
University. This dating was begun in November, 1960,
by Professor Evernden, visiting Research Fellow,
University of Berkley, California.

Chemical analyses of the age determination
granites were carried out by the Australian Mineral
Development Laboratories, Adelaide.^Maps showing the
localities and ages of the granites were kept up to date.
A punch card system was designed to record the data arising
from the age determination programme.

COMPILATION  OF MAPS AND REPORTS.

The compilation of maps and reports of the previous
years' field surveys was continued.^The Katherine-Darwin
Bulletin was continued and the mineral index for the
economic section of this bulletin was completed.^The
Bulletin on the Georgetown-Clarke River area, North Queensland,
was begun.^A Report on the Geological History of the
Cairns-Townsville Hinterland, North Queensland was written.
The Bulletin on the Cloncurry Mineral Field was completed.
Another Tennant Creek Bulletin was begun.

Urapunga, Roper River, and Mt. Drummond 1:250,000
Sheets of the Northern Territory, and Georgetown, Einasleigh,
and Clarke River Sheets of North Queensland were compiled.
A ten-mile map on the Georgetown-Clarke River area was
compiled.^In addition the compilation and co-ordination
of the new Tectonic Map of Australia, organized by the
Committee of the Geological Society of Australia, was
L.arried out almost entirely by the Metalliferous Section
in 1960;^the Tectonic Map was published toward the

ablyof the year, and the accompdnying Explanatory Notes willPtIOV
available in 1961.

•
--3
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